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A new word? Easy-peasy, lemon squeezy! 

A small and very special picture dictionary on the perennial favourite theme of "animals". 
Alongside the classic and delightful illustrations, each new word is also explained by means of 
short and catchy rhymes. These help to imprint these new acquisitions in the minds of small 
children, who will also enjoy the playful element as they look at the pictures and repeat the 
rhymes along with you. 

• A speedy way to learn first words: an engaging combination of picture dictionary and 
early rhymes. 

• Popular board book topic: motor vehicles.  
• Lovingly designed activity book. 
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THE LION 
“Roarrr!” The lion opens his jaws. 
Just listen to his mighty roars. 
He bares his sharp teeth once again 
And shakes his fabulous, furry mane. 
 
 
THE PENGUIN 
The penguin lives in ice and snow 
At the South Pole, where the cold winds blow. 
His nice thick feathered coat’s just right 
To keep him warm both day and night. 
 
 
THE SHEEP 
The little sheep is wrapped in wool 
And eats the grass until she’s full. 
She’ll talk to you, whoever you are, 
But all she ever says is “Baaa!” 
 
THE ELEPHANT 
The elephant is big and strong, 
And his nose is very, very long. 
It picks things up – yes, even you! – 
And he blows it like a trumpet too. 
 
THE MOUSE 
The mouse has smelt a wonderful smell. 
Her whiskers twitch. Her nose as well. 
And what is the special sight she sees? 
The finest food: a chunk of cheese! 
 
THE KANGAROO 
The kangaroo loves hopping around, 
Jumps thirty feet in a single bound, 
And in her pouch what do you see? 
A baby roo, as snug as can be. 
 
THE WHALE 
The whale is a giant that swims in the sea, 
But he breathes the same as you and me. 
So he lifts his head up nice and high 
And blows big bubbles into the sky. 


